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New Student Union construction back on track
Bonds' sale nets $24 million for expansion on campus

By Luke Farmer
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

The Student Union, origi
nally planned for completion
in late summer 2009, will be
gin the construction process
the first week of February.
While the ground has not
yet been cleared, and build
ing will not begin for at least
several weeks, Choate Con
struction will bring in their
equipment and begin to pre

$75 fee,
e-bills top
SGA agenda

pare the site for the Student
Union.
A1 Ha rris, director of stu
dent activities, was pleased
that the bonds were sold af
ter less than two weeks on
the market.
"The Student Union bonds
closed today, and the money
has been secured and depos
ited, so we are now ready to
move forward with construc
tion. The interest rate was
a little below 5.5 percent,
which means that the funds

we received are sufficient to
do everything ... the foun
tain, all of the features the
students were hoping to get
in the building, we're going
to have," he said on Jan. 27.
As The Inkwell reported in
our Jan. 15 issue, construc
tion was delayed late last
year When the world's finan
cial system suffered a major
retraction and the country
fell into recession. Now that
the university has sold the
bonds, they have the funding

necessary to begin the proj
ect.
"Our budget is for, in
round numbers, $19.8 mil
lion, but that does not in
clude all the cost of issuance
and everything. The total
bonds amounted to $24.26
million," said Chief Financial
Officer for the Educational
Properties Foundation, Dalton Ward.
The plan now calls for a
completion date of March 31,
2010.

Check Inside
Letters to the editor

"Construction should start
right away because the con
struction company has been
waiting for us to get the mon
ey, so they should start next
week," Ward said.
"Actually, the delay, al
though it caused some incon
venience, it did enable us to
get a better interest rate than
if we had funded a couple
months ago."
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Pirate Portal ready for recognition

By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

SGA President Somi Benson-Jaja announced the im
plementation of "TouchNet"
on Armstrong Atlantic State
University's (AASU) web site
at the Student Government
Association's (SGA) J an. 26
meeting. "TouchNet" which
will all ow AASU st udents to
pay the recently assessed $75
fee online via credit or debit
card.
Vice President Aaron Eu
bank added that he had met
with Dr. Susan Hurst of the
Board of Regents regarding
the new fee and noted to her
that most students were dis
pleased with the manner in
which it was implemented,
particularly with regard to its
status as a "fee."
Eubank said that had it
been categorized as part of
tuition, students could pay
for it via the HOPE scholar
ship. HOPE has a cap on the
amount of fees it pays each
semester.
Eubank felt the new fee
could make Georgia colleges
far less appealing to out-ofstate students and that Geor
gia Tech estimated a poten
tial $1 million loss of revenue
as a result.
He relayed that it was his
and the SGA's desire that
future fees be categorized as
part of the annual studentfee evaluation, and the cur
rent fee be re-evaluated.
Senator Tamer Amer an
nounced the development of
a "web-based radio," to "in-

SGA I
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Social network offers focused connectivity for students
By Stuart Grosse
Staff Reporter

Late last year, the Stu
dent Government As
sociation (SGA) opened
a social networking site
dedicated to AASU and
its students.
The Pirate Portal, lo
cated at pirateportal.
ning.com, currently has
85 individual members.
Thirteen out of the
more than 80 on-campus

clubs and organizations have
a presence on the Portal, in
cluding the Campus Union
Board (CUB), Masquers and
this newspaper.
Pirate Portal's challenge
seems to be that few students
know it exists.
Anja Nilsson, an exchange
student from Sweden, had
never heard of the Pirate Por
tal, but said that she would
use it, especially if it had a
scheduling program for her

activities.
Annelise Nelson uses Facebook to see pictures of
friends and to keep in touch
with people out of town.
"I'm not really married to
my computer, so I wouldn't
use it much," she said of th e
site.
SGA President Somi Benson-Jaja said that the re
sponse to the Pirate Portal
could be better.
"We have not advertised

it as much as we would like
to. Most of that is because
we had that massive holiday
break and we are trying to get
a handle on a busy semester.
We are going to start some
more promotion for the por
tal and see how it is received
by the student body then we
will evaluate it from there,"
he said.
James Peterson also uses
Facebook to keep in touch
with friends from out oftown,

but he said he likely wouldn't
use the Pirate Portal.
When asked what features
would get him to use the site,
he laughed and said, "I'd
rather not answer that."
Kareem Aikens, a theatre
major, said he mainly uses
Facebook to stay informed
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OMA shows 'When Words Hurt' to
underscore students' cultural diversity
AASU staff and students discuss diversity and bigotry in today's society
By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

: Office of Multicultural
•s (OMA) hosted a lunch
showed a documentary
"When Words Hurt"
: the various prejudices
ntolerances that haunt
y and American cul3r the film, a discussion
leld about the destrucature of intolerance and
lisery that it can cause.

Students expressed their
feelings about the issue and
gave examples of instances
of intolerance that they have
witnessed or which have tak
en place in their own lives.
John S. Mitchell, direc
tor of the Armstrong Atlan
tic State University (AASU)
Counseling Center, and Dr.
Ned Rinalducci of the depart
ment of c riminal justice, so
cial & political science spoke
at the event, held Wednes
day, Jan. 21. Mitchell talked
about listening to students
describe instances of intoler

ance they have encountered
on campus.
"It's usually not the first
thing that people say to me
when they come for counsel
ing, but it's something that
many times is out there as
we all know. I think that all
of us are affected by our cul
ture, our time and where our
culture is located. I think a
lot of the issues and values
of Georgia are right here on
campus because it's where it
comes from. And I think we
all bring our background and
expectations and prejudices

with us wherever we go,"
Mitchell said.
Rinalducci also talked
about witnessing intolerance
around AASU.
"I think for the most part, a
college campus is a progres
sive environment, but every
semester you can see that
there are the pre-conceived
notions about race and gen
der and sexual orientation,"
he said.
OMA Director Dr. Michael
Snowden said that "When
Words Hurt" is part of OMA's
"Diversity Dialogue."

"The Diversity Dialogue se election of Barack Obama,
ries is just an opportunity to the first African-American to
engage in dialogue and talks assume the presidency, was a
about different things. This sign of the progress America
is the third one we've done. has made for tolerance and
The first was on hip-hop, the acceptance of minorities
which was co-sponsored and people who are often
by the NAACP. T he second subjects of intolerance.
was about 'Americana,' and
"If you go back to pre-civil
we co-sponsored that with rights legislation and preHOLA. We're just here to women's movement, then
educate and try to activate
the campus in terms of em
bracing other cultures that
aren't necessarily their own,"
he said.
Rinalducci felt the recent
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Calendar of Events

NEWS

Voices on Campus

elections

SGAI FROM PAGE 1
elude a continuous stream
of music, coverage of major
events, possibly basketball
games" and various other
campus-related events.
Sen. Dylan Coffey also a n
nounced that the Sci-Fi/Fantasy club will be showing the
original "Star Wars" trilogy
in Science Center Room I402
during the next two weeks.
Discussion also focused on

Campus Life

Feb. 2: SGA meeting 12 p.m. Solms 110
Feb. 4: NAACP meeting 12 p.m. Ashmore 119
Feb. 6: Application deadline for 2009-10 SGA

Harris expressed hope that
the upcoming SGA elections,
for which the application this election would have as
deadline is Feb. 6. Treasurer many or more people run
Anna Mach emphasized the ning as last year's election,
need for SGA election appli which he described as "prec
cations to gain exposure and edent setting."
Mach announced that
for them to be submitted. A1
the
SGA balance stands at
Harris, director of student
activities, echoed Macty in $1,798.76.
the need for the upcoming
election's exposure and turn
out.

Social Networking
Reported by Carmen Singleton

Staff Reporter

•

"

Social networking sites such as Facebook and Myspace have taken the world bv
storm. People use them for staying in touch with friends, posting pictures, inviting
people to special events, interest groups and just to chat. These sites allow people to
stay connected to the world around them.
This week, students were asked. "Do social networking sites have a place in academia? Why or why not?"

DIVERSITY I FROM PAGE 1
you'd find a much more rac of g alvanizing the country. I goals," Snowden said.
Mitchell felt the only way
ist, sexist, or homophobic en sent out an e-mail saying that
vironment, so certainly we've M LK was not onlyan African- to combat the negative per
made progress," Rinalducci American hero or legend, but ceptions is to make contact
he was an American legend. with those they are about,
said.
Snowden also thought the And so I would saythat about "the real differences are only
election could be a stepping Barack Obama, he's not just on the surface, where they're
stone for people of other eth an African-American presi visible. We can't disprove
nic, religious and national dent, he's the president of the stereotype until we know
groups to make similar leaps the whole United States, and the person. If we never know
his job is to bring people to them, the stereotype lives,"
forward.
"I would say it's a signifi gether so that we can work he said.
cant step forward, in terms for reaching our common

"Facebook helps you get with
people from your classes for
group projects, but it can be
addicting."
-Dharmesh Parmar, sophomore,
radiologic science

"Yes, it's a good way for people
to socialize with other students,
but it takes away from academic
priorities when you see people in
the library on facebook."
- Laura Mendrala, junior,
performing arts

"Yes, I think ifs a good way
for professors to give info out
about classes, because a lot
of students do not check their
e-mail."
-Emmanuel Sackey, junior,
radiologic science

"It helps me contact people in
my class for group study sessions,
because I don't have most of their
numbers. It also helps me know
when educational events are."
Hillary Kaye, sophomore,
theatre

"By working its way into society
for college students, it has
become a part of culture by
helping people interact socially
and academically."
- Ryan Cooke, sophomore,
nursing

Crime Blotter
Thieves continue to target vehicles
on campus
Compiled by Stuart Grosse
Staff Reporter

University Police were
called to Library Drive in
front of the Student Recre
ation Center at 10:31 a.m.
on Jan. 24. A visitor to cam
pus had parked her '06 Lin
coln Towncar at the center
to ask for directions and use
the bathroom. When she re
turned to her car, the driv
er's side window had been

smashed. The visitor's pocketbook was missing from the
vehicle. The visitor told the
officer that her pocketbook
had palmettos all over it,
and contained $150 in cash,
as well as credit cards and a
debit card.
University Police were
called to the Compass Point
parking lot in response to
a resident reporting his car
stolen at 11:00 a.m. on Jan.

25. The resident had parked
his car in the lot at 1:30 a.m.
that morning and when he
returned the car was gone.
The missing vehicle is a
green and tan 1996 Chevy
Silverado, with Georgia plate
number AYX2296, and Ve
hicle Identification Number
2GCEC19M7T1120458. The
missing vehicle had a chrome
tool box in the bed of the
truck.

"It's helpful to get notes from
people in class. For example, if
you have a group project and
if everybody in the group has
Facebook, it makes it easier for
people to communicate with
one another."
- TimmyVo, sophomore,
theatre

Six by Six
Staying connected
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With the myriad options on the Internet to connect to others, social networking sites
offer an easy (and free) way to stay in touch, as well as providing a way to meet people
with similar interests you may otherwise never have known. Students were asked,
"What do you like to do on social networking sites?" and to voice their opinions in six
words.
"Keep in touch with
distant friends,"

"Meet people and chat with
friends."

• Jessie Gallegos, freshman,
liberal arts

- Alana Bray, freshman, nursing

-Ify Ifezulike, graduate student,
health services administration

"I catch up with old
friends."

"Stay in touch with my
friends."

"Keep in touch with my

- Neaija Armstrong,
sophomore, economics

- Kendrick Anthony, freshman,
rehabilitation sciences

- Kelsey Trudel, sophomore,
math education

"I like to waste my time."

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for next week's topic:

l-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major.
Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.

SOCIAL) FROM PAGE 1
On Facebook it can be dif
sites.
Even The Inkwell has a
ficult
to find individuals with
CNN regularly features Twitter account you can folwhom you do not share a
viewer
comments from low at "theinkwell."
of local auditions for theater Facebook orTwitter as part of
The Pirate Portal has one common group. For instance,
shows and getting the scoop their programming.
if you wanted to ask
from people he knows about During the last elec "We are going to start some more promotion Benson-Jaja a ques
when businesses are hiring.
tion but didn't know
tion cycle, politicians
"I might use it to keep in embraced the new for the portal and see how it is received by the exact spelling of
touch with people," he add technology, with can the student b ody then we will e valuate it his last name, it could
prove a challenge to
ed.
didates announcing
from there."
find him; a search for
Back in 2003, MySpace their intention to run
"Somi" brings up over
had just begun. Fast forward over YouTube and a
five years, and Facebook has campaign that drew heavily major advantage for AASU 500 people from all around
pulled ahead of MySpace and on the grassroots support of students over Facebook and the world. On the Pirate Por
people from all walks of li fe social networking sites such other more global sites: a tal, however, the same search
are using social networking as Facebook.
brings up only one result.
smaller focus.

As with other social net
working sites, groups on
Pirate Portal can have fo
rum discussions, a message
thread for any participant's
comments and space where
people can post text, video or
links to other sites.
With Pirate Portal it can
be easier to find the group
you're looking for because of
its focus on AASU students.

Find The Inkwell:
On Facebook:
Inkwell Newspaper
On Twitter:
theinkwell
On Pirate Portal:
Inkwell

The Inkwell
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EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

Editorials & Opinions | Page3

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be signed. E-mail
your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

Tweet about this
The list of man's techno
logical miracles spans eons:
the caveman and his stone
wheel that were immortal
ized in images by the late
cartoonist and B.C.-creator
Johnny Hart, Alexander Gra
ham Bell's telephone, Bill
Gates' series of ones and ze
ros that led to MS-DOS and
eventually the marvel that is
Windows Vista.
All of those served to
somehow bring people closer
together to help them com
municate. And without those
last two, how could A1 Gore
have invented the Internet?
Regardless, not even the man
with the plan to stop global
warming could have foreseen
the rise of"social networking"
as a global phenomenon.
Human beings have been
engaging in the concept at
a basic level ever since that
wheel-carving
caveman
rolled his way to his neigh
bor's hole-in-the-mountain
and grunted about his great
works, but the confluence of
connections presently avail
able to everyone - like you,
Mr. Guy-reading-this-whileupdating-his-Facebook-onhis-iPhone - is unprecedent
ed.
Political pundits have cred
ited at least part of President

Barack Obama's election vic
tory to the way he embraced
the concept. Not only did
his web site keep cranking
out e-mails to willing recipi
ents, his campaign leveraged
MySpace and Facebook as
tools to help generate an un
precedented number of small
donations from individuals
spread across all kinds of so
cioeconomic demographics.
When his Twitter account
was hacked on Jan. 5, thus
compromising his ability to
send 140 character microblogs to his 140,000-plu's
Twitter "followers," Britney
Spears was the only similarly
afflicted personality consid
ered important enough by
major media outlets to share
the headline.
Politicians and pop prin
cesses aren't the only ones
with a message to spread.
Linkedln features profes
sionals from all kinds of in
dustries making connections
and exchanging tips on being
even more professional in a
wide variety of fields.
More specialized groups
abound: nurses (and nurs
ing students) can register
at nursegroups.com or purselinkup.com or go crazy and
use both.
If that's too stressful, they

can forgo the career focus and
head to dogster.com. There
they can create a profile for
Fido complete with pictures,
soundtrack and a "Dog Di
ary" blog so that the mutt can
keep the world up to date on
his cat-chasing ways.
The game World of Warcraft and avatar community
Second Life are, from a prac
tical standpoint, super social
networks that provide users
with opportunities to have
what can only be described as
second lives - complete with
conversations, jobs, relation
ships and "real" estate.
Users just need to make
sure chatting and blogging
about in-game accomplish
ments doesn't cut into their
time on the servers.
SGA, CUB, The Inkwell add us, Inkwell Newspaper and countless other student
groups sport Facebook pag
es, and, while some are more
frequently updated than oth
ers, they all offer an opportu
nity for these organizations
to share their personal feel
ings and favorite movie lists
with anyone possessing an
inclination and an Internet
connection.
Even the university has its
own profile.
Beyond the obvious bud

get-ballooning benefits!
of raising enrollment,
it's a great oppor
tunity for potential
students from distant
locales to learn about
becoming a Pirate.
Perhaps they'll en
roll for classes side by
side with our locally
based student popu
lation and engage in
the traditional aca
demic give and take
of ideas to the benefit of both
parties.
Everyone grows. Everyone
wins.
Social networking - what
it means in the current tech
nological age - and its inter
personal interconnectivity
brings individuals closer than
ever before. The benefits are
myriad and undeniable.
And if we weren't so busy
texting up a tweet about this
editorial from our cell, we'd
offer up a high-five in cel
ebration of the techno-human nation.

MCT

Letters to the editor

Writers wanted:
Interested in journalism? Learn it by doing it
at The Inkwell. Contact inkwell@armstrong.
edu for more information.

The free speech dam in the Netherlands has broken
There is a specter haunt
ing Europe—the specter of
Islam... and political correct
ness. Reactionary clerics and
PC Gestapo have teamed up
in that freest of all nations,
the Netherlands, to bring to
trial a politician for no crime
other than that of speech
and thought. Geert Wilders,
leader of the Partij voor de
Vrijheid (Party for Freedom)
was informed on Jan. 21 that
he will stand trial for mak
ing remarks that an Amster
dam judge called "one-sided,
generalized phrasing charac
terized by a radical nature,
[with] constant repetition
and increasing ferocity." Af
ter ruling that Wilders had
expressed himself too freely,
the court maintained that
the trial would not interfere
with his freedom of expres
sion. (Orwell would have
been right to call this double
speak.)
Just what did Wilders say?
The court maintains that
Wilders was wildly slander
ing Islam, taking passages of
the Quran out of context, and
thus inciting religious hatred.
But "Fitna," the short film
directed by Wilders which
caused the uproar, merely
quoted Muslim clerics and
their holy book while show
ing ghastly images of genital
mutilation, mass homosexual
executions, and mass-terror
attacks. Wilders doesn't actu
ally speak at all in the filmhe is being threatened with
incarceration by his govern
ment because he had the au
dacity to expose what many
Islamic leaders are saying
and what their followers are
doing in response.
Wilders himself has been
the target of many death
threats from Muslim citi
zens of the Netherlands. In
2004, Dutch authorities ap
prehended two terrorists
who were armed with rifles

and grenades, with which
they had intended to kill
the outspoken politician. It
should be remembered that
a Muslim fanatic repeatedly
shot and nearly decapitated
Dutch filmmaker Theo van
Gogh in November of that
year, and that Ayaan Hirsi
Ali, a former member of the
Tweede Kamer (the Lower
House of the Dutch parlia
ment) has since had to seek
asylum in America, as her
own government is unable
(or unwilling) to protect her
from misogynistic, nihilistic
murder-junkies.
What's really sick about
the situation is that those
who praise the murder of
filmmakers, or who publicly
advocate for the murder of
elected officials, are in no
danger of being locked up for
hate speech. In the Nether
lands, if you hold up a sign'
that says, "I think all people
who do not bow down to Is
lam should be beheaded,"
you're in the clear. If you
hold up a sign that says "The
Quran is misguided in calling
for my death or conversion,
and if Muslims want to live in
this country then they have to
give up that belief," you very
well may go to prison.
I'm sure we've all seen by
now the photos of Muslim
protestors in Europe and
North America holding up
signs (ironically, at mass ral
lies where they express their
free speech rights to the max
imum) that read "freedom
of speech go to hell!", but it
is time for us to finally stop
laughing at the daffy incon
sistency incumbent in mak
ing a sign to condemn your
right to make it. We now need
to realize that such people are
serious, organized, and will
ing to use more than speech
to destroy it. Don't the jellyspined lefties in windmilland
realize that if the Islamists

get their way, the first to taste
the scimitar will be the gays
and the women and athe
ists?
Instead of trying to mini
mize criticism of Islam, we
should be encouraging it.
All people on planet Earth
should have the right to speak
their mind about anything,
not only because their basic
human dignity demands it,
but also for the practical rea
son that limiting speech only
reduces dialogue and hence
limits the ideas that we will
use to build the future. When
someone tries to shut you up
with force you can be-sure
that you are on to something,
because they would use rea
son and speech to defeat
your arguments if they could.
Regardless of whether or not
you agree with Geert Wilders,
he has consistently stood up
for the right of all people to
say what they think.
If you, like me, think that
Geert Wilders should have
the right to express his opin
ion freely, there are a few
ways to help. Here are some
links to videos and petitions

that will help the Dutch
courts hear your voice, re
gardless of whether they will
hear the voice of one of their
own. It would be a travesty
for Amsterdam to turn into
the city where you could
smoke pot and solicit pros
titutes, so long as you never
said anything while high on
said drug or while being in
timate with said prostitute
that the speech police might
find offensive.
General Netherlands Gov
ernment Website: www.govenment.nl
Dutch
Minister
for
Justice,Ernst Hirsch Ballin:
vragen@postbus51.nl
Youtube helpline for Geert
Wilders: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=NFBO-_degqI
Pat Condell:
www.youtube.com/watch7v
=EJKRF2uB8xU&feature=c
hannel_page
By Matt Moyer
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Armstrong Police
Hello Inkwell, I just want
ed to you that I'm surprised
that I haven't seen an article
about University Police when
they had a purse snatching/
burglary on campus. This
took place in September and
the victim was Professor
Wendy Marshall in Univer
sity Hall. Someone took her
purse and the bad guy took
off running. University Po
lice officers responded im
mediately. They spotted the
bad guy and the bad guy fled
in a vehicle. The police got
into a high speed chase on
Abercorn. The police had to
disengage the chase due to

safety reasons. The Univer
sity Police investigated the
case and about a week later
they had the bad guy arrest
ed. I think this is something
that everyone should know
about. I think that this could
be a good article if you would
like to write it.
,
Thanks,
Lindsey Clairmont
Editor's note; The information on this
crime and others can be found in the
Nov. 14 online edition of The Inkwell
in the Crime Blotter The inkwell
welcomes all story ideas from readers,
please send them to myidea,inkwgit@
grr.ail.com

Advertising Manager
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The Statesboro Herald

Sports

The Inkwell

SPORTS

Week of January 29,2009

Feb. l: Women's basketball at USC Aiken 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball at USC Aiken 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 2: Women's basketball vs. Francis Marion 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball vs. Francis Marion 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 4: Women's basketball at. Ga. Southwestern 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball at. Ga. Southwestern 7:30 p.m.
Check Spring Sports Preview for more events.

Weekly Sports
Trivia Quiz

Pitcher-turned-athletic director
reflects on three decades at AASU

MeClatchy-Tribime News Service
(MTCT)

QUESTIONS:

Aenchbacher's Pirates have excelled on the
field and in the classroom

1.) What Hall of Famer holds the record for hitting into
the most double plays?
2.) Dave DeBusschere helped lead the New York Knicks
to two NBA championships during the 1970s. He also

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

pitched in th e major leagues. Name that team.
3.) Who said this: "Fans don't boo nobodies."
4.) The "Iceman" Cometh. Who was he in basketball

After 34 years at Armstrong
Atlantic State University
(AASU), Dr. Eddie Aench
bacher's accomplishments
on this campus are hard to
sum up in a few words.
He was a student athlete
who pitched for Armstrong
State College, earned his de
gree in physical education
and graduated with honors.
He was an instructor, and he
coached the men's soccer and
cross country teams. He also
served as the associate ath
letic director before ascend
ing to his current position,
and as athletic director he
presided over four Division
II national championships.
And while he is proud of
those national champion
ships, he understands the
importance of the "student"
in student athlete.
"I'd rather finish second in
the Commissioner's Cup [in
trade] for the best academic
program," he said.
AASU won the Peach Belt
President's Academic Award
in the award's first two years,
2006 and 2007, but fell
short in its third. The Pirates
are in second place for this
year's award coming into the
spring.
An athletic director is often
thought to be pulling strings
from behind a curtain, like
the Wizard of Oz himself, but
Aenchbacher is as outgoing
and friendly a person as you
can possibly find. That he has
a secretary seems more like
a formality of his job title;
he will gladly welcome any
student to come sit and chat
whenever he is available.

parlance?
5.) What sport did Robert Redford play in co llege?
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Photo byAngela Mensing

Dr. Eddie Aenchbacher showcases some of his favorite AASU m emories, including two PBC President' s

•epeqv pue

Academic Awards, an official Pirates men's soccer jersey and his diploma.

As athletic director, Aench
bacher has served under two
AASU presidents and one
interim (Robert A. Burnett,
interim Frank A. Butler, and
finally Thomas Z. Jones), the
school's 1996 name change
to AASU and the end of cross
country and men's soccer as
official school sports.
All of those events hap
pened just during his 13
years as the athletic director;
he has been in the employ of
AASU for 28 years now.
Aenchbacher, who in Sep
tember announced his retire
ment effective April 1, said
that his time spent as athletic
director was "as fulfilling a
time as anyone could have
had in their life," and what
drives him is the want for
"the programs to reflect well
on the institution."
This doesn't mean that the
athletic department's only

concern is winning champi
onships or being top in the
conference and winning the
Commissioner's Cup. The
teacher in him is always
wanting to watch students
mature, do well in their class
and graduate on time.
But Aenchbacher is still
competitive in everything
that he does.
He is a self-described "ner
vous nut" when it comes to
AASU sports programs' win
ning and losing. You might
see him out in the hallway
during a close basketball
game or as the ball boy in
soccer in order to avoid get
ting too emotionally involved
in the proceedings.
Dr. Michael Lariscy, head
of the health and physical
education department, is
the chair of the search for
the next athletic director. He
said they are looking for "an

Spring Sports Preview
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tution, have experience with
budgets, been in a position of m
authority, and come from a
similar type of school."
According to the search
for a new athletic director
on AASU's athletics website,
Robert Redford was a teammate of Hall of Famer and Los
an athletic directors respon
Angeles Dodgers pitcher Don Drysdale at Van Nuys High
sibilities include recruiting
School in southern California. Who was on first? Redford.
and hiring staff for the ath
letics department, working
compiled by Gregory Clay
with budgets and sustaining
revenue for the programs,
ensuring that all athletic being able to invite some of ask them questions.
events meet NCAA, Peach the candidates by March.
The final decision on who
Belt Conference and univer
There will be a session that will become AASU's next ath
sity guidelines, and any du students, faculty and staff letic director is ultimately up
ties assigned to them by the will be able attend when the to the university president.
university president.
candidates come to campus. Regardless, the next athletic
AASU is already well into The session is held so that director will have some big
the process of trying to find the people who are rather shoes to fill.
a new athletic director. The important to the athletics
Aenchbacher said he's
goal is to narrow the field of budget, namely the students, "been a Pirate for 34 years"
candidates down in the very will be able to meet the po and he "will always be a Pi
near future in the hopes of tential athletic directors and rate."

is

DID YOU KNOW?

.

Baseball: Feb. 1 \ Men's Golf: Feb. 2 \ Tennis: Feb. 5 \ Sof
tball: Feb. 6 \ Women's Golf: Feb. 7

Photos for Spring Sports Preview courtesy of Sports Communications

Baseball Pirates start season
Return of seniors, youth
infusion power Pirates Softball against defending Division II
national champions
Season opens on Feb. 6 in Americus
By Andrew Manning
Staff Reporter

double-header that begins
against Anderson University,
The Armstrong Atlantic based in South Carolina, at
State University (AASU) soft- 2 p.m. and finishes with a 4
ball team begins their sea p.m. bout versus Macon's
son on Feb. 6 at the Georgia Wesleyan University.
AASU finished the 2008
Southwestern Invitational in
season ranked No. 23 in the
Americus, Ga.
The Lady Pirates play a National Fastpitch Coaches'
Association (NFCA) top 25
poll, giving
them a third
straight sea
son with a
spot in the
top 25.
Head coach
Ted
Evans
led the 2008
team to a
30-23 over
all
record
going
13-5
in the Peach
Belt Confer
ence (PBC).
The
squad
ultimately
placed third
in the NCAA
Senior short stop Ashley Bain lo oks to help propel Div. II South
the AASU sof tball team to victory this year after
receiving All-PBC honors after last season.

Atlantic Regional.
The Pirates have received
three straight bids for the re
gional and have participated
in seven of their last nine
seasons.
Evans said of this year's
team that "they have an out
standing senior class ... and
this is the strongest team I
have had in years."
He also praised the team
for their balance of speed
and power.
This year the Pirates were
, selec ted to place fourth in
the PBC by the pre-season
coaches' poll.
Seven starters return from
last year's squad, giving the
Pirates a depth of experience
that may go hand in hand
with success.
Among those are current
seniors Ashley Bain and Sam
Floyd, both of whom were
selected for the PBC's 2008
All-Conference teatn. It was
Bain's second selection,

SOFTBALL I
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By Andrew Manning
Staff Reporter

The Pirates baseball team
hosts the defending Division
II NCAA C hampions Mount
Olive College three times in
two days to begin their sea
son starting Feb. 1.
The first day of action will
feature a double-header
against the Trojans at 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m. The series closer
will be at 2 p.m. on Monday.
"This is a new team, a new
year," said head coach Joe
Roberts.
The Pirates have a young
team with quite a few new
faces this year.
Roberts said this isthe sec
ond straight year that Arm
strong Atlantic State Uni
versity (AASU) has recruited
a number of freshmen. The
team has 14 underclassmen
total, and eight of them are
freshmen.
The abundance of youth
could lead to some uncer
tainty with the new season
right around the corner, but
what is certain is that the Pi
rates are returning five play
ers from their starting lineup

and 11 letter winners from
and one transfer. Seniors
last year's teams.
Cody Walden and Jeff Chase
Among the players return are back for the Pirates
ing to the squad is junior Josh
Tomas Gray, a junior
Wilson. Wilson was named to
the Peach Belt Conference's
BASEBALL|
(PBC) 2009
Pre-season ipfgilE^tWS
All-Confer
ence team;
he was also 1 •
named
to
the
2008
squad.
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S e n i o r

shortstop
Juan Dora
do looks to
make an im
pact as well.
Dorado led
the nation
in bunts last
season.
The main
three in .the
pitching ro
tation will
include two
returning
players

si
ipiipiipiil

Junior outfielder Josh Wilson is named to the
Peach Belt's preseason All-Conference team for the
second straight year after having a .408 batting
average last year.
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AASU golf teams prepare for spring session
Men strive to improve team play

Women shoot for regionals

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The upcoming spring ses
sion for the Armstrong Atlan
tic State University (AASU)

Senior Chris Wolfe lead the
AASU men's golf team when

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

men's golf team begins Feb.
"This fallwe didn't play well
3as a team. We only have two
They will start out their seniors, me and Chris Wolfe,
spring session by traveling to and the rest of the team is
the Outback Steakhouse In either transfers or incoming
tercollegiate at Hombre Golf freshmen," Smith said in an
Club in Panama City, Fla.
interview for the Nov. 6 issue
AASU men's golf team fin of The Inkwell.
ished an average of slightly
"I am veiy confident that
higher than ninth place out .we will start playing better in
of an average field of about the spring and can't wait for
15 teams for the four tourna it to begin."
ments.
The team's fall perfor
A lack of solid experienced mance may not project a
players - only three are not great outlook for the spring
underclassmen — may ex session of their season, but
plain some of the woes that hopefully the break from the
the Pirates suffered in the middle of October to the be
fall.
ginning of February will help
Among the players that are the team sharpen their game
hoping for a better perfor and come out swinging.
mance out of AASU's team in
the spring is Justin Smith, a
returning senior.

more Kristen Jelinek out of
Jacksonville, Fla., who hopes
to provide a leadership role
for her teammates and help
improve not only her own
play, but that of her team
mates as well.
"Well, this is the first year
our team has had a chance of
talking about going to region
als. I want to help my team to
get there and build greater
team unity in the spring sea
son and of course be a bet
ter golfer," Jelinek said in an
interview for The Inkwell's
Nov. 14 issue.
The players were able to
show some steady improve
ment over the course of their
fall tournament play.
The Lady Pirates will have
to continue improving in or
der to reach the lofty goals
Jelinek described for the up
coming session.

start out its spring session
by traveling to
Kiawah Island,
South Carolina.
On Feb. 7 the
women's
team
will take part in
the Kiawah Is
land
Women's
Golf Intercolle
giate at Cougar
Point Golf Club.
The Lady Pi
rates have only
one senior, and
sophomores and
freshmen com
prise the rest of
the team.
Among them is
returning sopho-

Returning sophomore Kristen Jelinek wants
to continue the improvement the team dis

he returns to action this
spring.

The women's golf team will

played coming out of the fall session.

^

AASU men and women still No. 1

SOFTBALL| FROM PAGE 4

Spring tennis begins on Feb. 5

Lady Pirates order, hitting
Floyd's first.
Floyd, named to the PBC's the three, four and five spots
2009 Preseason All-Confer on the team.
The team also has a good
ence team on Jan. 23, hit .311
last season with five homers core of freshmen ready to
and 27 RBIs. She was also one contribute right away.
Evans named off a number
of the leagues leading scor
ers, having scored 37 times of freshmen he expects to do
well for his team this season.
and sacrificed 14 times.
In addition to playing third Baillie Temples, Heather
base, Floyd made 23 starts as Walker, Lauren Zachery,
a pitcher during in 2008, fin Emily Headrick and Britton
ishing with a record of 11-12. Hammel-Cobb were just a
Her ERA was only 2.52, and few of the young players that
she placed sixth in strikeouts he mentioned.
The Pirates' home opener
for the PBC with 131.
Along with Bain and Floyd, is scheduled against PBC
fellow senior Jessica Strong rival Lander on Feb. 25 at 1
make up the meat of the p.m.

Both the Pirates and
Lady Pirates enter the 2009
spring season poised to
defend their Division II Na
tional Championship from
atop the Intercollegiate Ten
nis Association's national
rankings.
Both teams were ranked
No. 1 in the final rankings
of the fall season; the next
national team rankings are
due for release at the end of
February.
The men and wopien be
gin the spring season against
the Flagler College Saints in
St. Augustine, Fla. on Feb. 5
at 1 p.m.

Alida Muller-Wehlau, sophomore from Flensburg, Germany, looks

BASEBALL! FROM PAGE 4

to be an integral part of the defending Div. II champion women's
team.

Current Standings

transfer from Tennessee
Tech, brings the team experi
ence from an outside source.
Another player who
hopes to bolster the AASU
pitching staff is sophomore
Blake Culberson. Culberson
is coming off of surgery after
last season and might be a
part of the starting pitching
rotation.
Junior Brandon McCreery
will come out of the bullpen
to close out games for AASU.
McCreery had an ERA of only
1.45 last year in relief.
Last year AASU had an
overall record of 27-23 and
went 14-13 in the PBC. The
Pirates were selected to place
sixth in the PBC this upcom
ing season.

as of Jan. 27

Men's Basketball
Conference

Overall

Augusta State
Armstrong Atlantic State

8-2

14-3

7-2

14-2

GCSU

7-2

13-2

USC Aiken

7-2

12-4

Clayton State

4-5

H-5

Dphomore Tim Johannsen along with fellow sophomore Rafael

Lander
Francis Marion
Columbus State
GA Southwestern
North GA

4-5
3-5
3-6

8-7

Tay hope to continue their winning ways come the beginning of

5-io

3-7

7-10

2-7
2-7

8-7
5-n

Conference

Overall

Francis Marion

7-1

14-1

Clayton State

6-3

12-4

USC Aiken

6-3

14-5

Armstrong Atlantic State
GCSU
Lander
UNC Pembrooke

6-3
6-3

11-5
11-5

5-4

10-6

5-4

9-7

Columbus State
Augusta State

4-5
3-7

11-8
5-12

North GA
Ga. Southwestern

2-7

5-n

O-IO

5-12

le spring.

Men's basketball reaches No. 12
tesy of Sports
munications
LVANNAH,

Ga. - The
strong Atlantic State
's basketball team rose to
12 in this week's NABC/
sion II Top 25 Coaches
e
released Jan. 27jng is the highest for the
tes in the Peach Belt era
is the highest for Pirate
;etball since the 1978-79
^Pirates (14-2) were the

est movers in the poll,
>ting up six spots fronr
18 to No. i2. Theprevic
high ranking in the PBL
for AASU came on Feb.
2006, when the Pirates
> No . 15- The last time
U ranked this high in the
anal rankings ca™® _.
17, 1979, when the Pi
5 were No. 8.
'at year is also
d
• an .AASU sq uad starte
uickly as this year s edi

tion of the Pirates have, as
that team also began the sea
son 14-2.
There are an unprecedent
ed four Peach Belt teams in
the rankings this week. Au
gusta State fell three spots to
No. 7, while USC Aiken - AA
SU's opponent on Saturday comes in at No. 14. GCSU en
ters the poll at No. 24, giving
the league four ranked teams
for the first time in history.
Undefeated Findlay re
mains the No. l team in the
land, followed by LIU-C.W.
Post, the only other unbeaten
team in the nation. Central
Oklahoma is third, followed
by BYU-Hawaii and head
coach Jeff Burkhamer's alma
mater, Alderson-Broaddus.

UNC Penbrooke

10-5

Women's Basketball
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Feb. l: The 20th Annual Savannah Black Heritage Festival Meet and Greet. Robert Mickles, author of "Blood Kin" and "Isaiah's Tears," and "Johnny Brown," and conductor of
Savannah Freedom Tours, will discuss the African-American experience during the Civil
War at 1:30-4:30 p.m. at Fort Pulaski National Monument, Cockspur Island. Price is $3.
Call (912) 786-5787 or visit www.nps.gov/fopu/
Feb. 6: The AASU AMT department will host the Georgia Music Educators Association
District Honor Band in concert at 7 p.m. Admission is free. Location to be determined.
Call 344-2801 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays for information.

Social networking sites
evolve into powerful
job-hunting tools
By Thomas Lee
Star Tribune (Minneapolis)
(MCT)

MINNEAPOLIS - Ken
Webb
initially
joined
Linkedln for the same rea
son anyone would want to
join a social networking siteto keep in touch with friends
and former work colleagues.
But as Webb, a former op
erations manager at Plato
Learning, struggled to find
a job, he soon realized that
Linkedln offered ways to
electronically network with
people who could provide
valuable insight and connec
tions to prospective employ
ers.
"When I see a job opening,
before I even write a cover
letter, I go to Linkedln,"
said Webb, of Minneapolis.
"Knowing how crowded the
job market is now, I don't
know if it's even worth apply
ing if I can't get an 'in'" with
the company.
As the country's reces
sion deepens and millions of
Americans swell unemploy
ment rolls, workers are turn
ing to professional network
ing sites such as Linkedln to
search a dwindling pool of
jobs.
Over the past several years,
millions of people have
flocked to social networking
sites such as Facebook and
MySpace, which allow users
to post messages, share pho
tos, music and videos, and
update friends and family on
everything from weddings
to musings on politics and
weather.
The sites' growing popu
larity has moved beyond
mere entertainment. Just as
artists can instantly distrib
ute content to a global audi
ence, companies realize they
also can tap a broad pool of
talent. Linkedln now boasts
profiles from more than 30
million professionals around
the world.
Corporate recruiters in
creasingly are scouring pro
fessional networking sites
such as Linkedln, looking for
the best candidates through
references and recommenda
tions. But a personal connec
tion is still the most powerful
lure.
"It's common knowledge

today that [human resources]
people collect resumes in da
tabases that take them forev
er to pull up the candidates,"
said Lisa Hendrickson, man
ager of Linkedln Minnesota,
a network of Linkedln us
ers in the state. "A hiring
manager does not want to
go through a database of
200 applications. They will,
but they don't want to. They
would rather know someone
who knows someone."
Hendrickson, owner of
Call That Girl, a Minneap
olis-based computer repair
business, recently founded
Project: Link It Forward,
which provides free monthly
Linkedln workshops to pro
fessionals seeking jobs.
"What we are teaching
you is to get the resume to
the hiring person or the HR
person," Hendrickson said.
"Five years ago, we did not
have tools like Linkedln to
help find work. That's why
Linkedln is so prevalent now.
It works."
According to a survey by
Robert Half International,
62 percent of executives say
sites such as Linkedln will
prove useful in recruiting
job candidates over the next
three years. Another 35 per
cent said they also plan to tap
Facebook and MySpace. Rob
ert Half, a staffing firm that
specializes in finance and ac
counting, polled 150 senior
executives from the country's
1,000 largest companies.
"It still is quite challenging
to find qualified workers,"
said Kami Schneiderman, a
Minneapolis-based regional
vice president for Robert
Half. Linkedln "is a good
way to tap into additional
contacts."
A person found through
networking "tends to be a
stronger candidate than a
blind job seeker," Schneiderman said.
Linkedln allows users to
post resumes and search
companies and job open
ings. But its real value is al
lowing people to "link" with
other users whose own links
may prove useful to the job
seeker. For example, a soft
ware designer seeking a job
at Microsoft can link with a
friend who's linked to his col
lege roommate whose fiance

happens to be the company's
vice president of product de
velopment.
In 2007, Webb quit his job
at Plato Learning, where he
supervised a team of techies
who fulfilled online software
orders. He planned to move
to New York because his wife
landed a job at American
Home Mortgage Investment.
But that company filed for
bankruptcy, forcing Webb to
job hunt in Minnesota.
He landed an interview
with an online high school.
To prepare for it, Webb
used Linkedln to search for
people who used to work at
the company. He eventually
found a woman who was one
of the company's first hires.
Although she didn't know
Webb, the woman proved
useful, he said. *
"Most people will help be
cause it doesn't cost them
anything" other than time,
Hendrickson said. "You can
meet so many people now
that you never had access to
before. And it's acceptable....
People are on Linkedln be
cause of a reason. They didn't
make the account for fun."
Hendrickson said she de
cided to offer free workshops
because so many people who
had been laid off were con
tacting her about how to use
Linkedln.
"I want them to feel happy
when they leave," she said.
"That they are going to go out
and kick some ass now be
cause now they have millions
of people to connect to."
Catten Ely, a technical writ
er who recently attended the
workshop, lost her job when
her company restructured in
June.
"I
was
aware
that
[Linkedln] was huge," said
Ely of Coon Rapids, Minn. "I
wasn't aware of what it could
do. I didn't see the value of
finding a job until I lost my
job. If I know more people,
then I increase my chances
at finding that job than if I
didn't know somebody."

Have a story idea?
Know about an upcoming concert, local
artist or AASU show?
E-mail us at myidea.inkwell@gmail.com.

Arts and Entertainment Monthly
Calendar of free* events for AASU
students
Courtesy of Arts, Music and Theatre Department
and Campus Union Board
Feb. 5: CUB presents Spoken Word Artist: Rafael Casal
Feb. 6: AMT hosts the Georgia Music Educators Association District Honor Band in concert
Feb. 9-20: AMT presents "An Artistic Discovery," the annual United States Congressional High
School Juried Art Exhibition for the Georgia 1st and 12th Districts in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery

Feb. 12-14: The Masquers theatre troupe presents productions of the winning entries of Spring 2008
Inaugural Coastal Empire Play Festival: "Residue" by Stacey Lane, "Moving to the Sun" by Phil
Keeling and "3000 Words About Nevada" by Erik Eberwein

Feb. 14: AMT presents the Piano Fest 2009 Competition winners in recital
Feb. 19-22, 26-28: The Masquers theatre troupe presents "The Full Monty," Terrence McNally and
David Yazbek's bare-it-all musical comedy

Feb. 23: CUB Open Mic Night
Feb. 25-March 10: AMT presents the AASU Invitational Alumni Art Exhibition
For more information, visit cub.armstrong.edu and finearts.armstrong.edu.
*Entry to events is free with student ID.

Students take the
mic
Brian Pierce gets into the moment, and
back into performing for groups, at
Open Mic Nig ht.

Photos by Faythe Mcdzie

Nick an d Ed take the
mic to share mellow
music while people
find ways to crowd
into the MCC.

Book Review: Tomato Girl,' by Jayne Pupek
Engaging novel is filled
with 'dark and broken things'
By Jenny Lambeth
Staff Reporter

"Tomato Girl" can be found
in hardback at Barnes and
Noble for $23.95.

her return from the hospital.
Julia's life has been clouded
by depressive episodes, vio
"Tomato Girl," Jayne Pu- lent outbursts and suicide
pek's first novel, brings to life attempts, which Ellie and
the haunting and dark tale of her father, Rupert, refer to as
an 11-year-old girl named El- "moods."
lie Sanders living in the sm
all,
After returning home, Ju
segregated town of Granby. lia gives birth to the stillborn
The novel opens with Ellie baby in her bathroom, but has
penning the story of how her problems with letting go of
disturbed life crumbles after her lost child. Elbe's days are
her mother Julia falls down spent tending to her mother
the cellar stairs and subse while attempting to rid their
quently suffers from a mis lives of "tomato girl" without
carriage.
driving her father away in the
Then a twisted love tri process.
angle begins when the fa
After Rupert leaves with
ther brings his under-aged Tess, Elbe's life becomes dis
mistress, Tess, or "tomato mal as she attempts to not
girl," as she is nicknamed by only care for herself, but her
Ellie, to care for Julia upon mother and Baby Tom. Elbe

seeks emotional shelter with dark secrets, as web as racial
Elbe naively believes that
a black couple, Clara and tensions, which are to be ex as long as her neighbors can
Jericho, as web as her friend, pected in the city's setting in not witness the horrors that
Mary Roberts.
take place within the walls of
1969 Virginia.
Pupek has written for nu
Elbe narrates the novel the Sanders' home that they
merous literary journals and and the juvenile perspective are unaware of the violence
published a book of poetry, is evident throughout. Even and betrayal that live there.
"Forms of Intercession." She though the narrator cannot Elbe's future is hopeful,
also works as a social worker, consistently convey in her just as it is for anyone who
and this experience makes a account the actions of the chooses the let go of the past
cameo in her novel.
adults, the reader is able to and realizes that it can no
"Tomato Girl" explores a deduce the events that are oc longer harm him or her. The
new Southern Gothic fam curring around Elbe during reader becomes a part of El
ily and their neighbors, who this grim time in her child be's life and will not be easily
inhabit the picturesque town hood. The reader is forced removed from her haunting
of Granby. The novel's resi to live those gruesome days memories even after reading
dents and occurrences are alongside Elbe, while she the last page.
reminiscent of Toni Morri clings for hope and stability
son's "The Bluest Eye." The amid her mother's mental
author introduces the reader breakdown and her father's
to the troubled residents of -false promises of returning
Granby, a town filled with to rescue her.
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'Underworld:
Rise of the Lycans'

Hcvic

DVD Releases for
Tuesday, Feb. 3
Compiled by Yvette Wheeler
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

Vampire lord dominates prequel

By Joseph Peters
Staff Reporter

Vampires are fun. So are
werewolves, for that matter.
And from the moment "Un
derworld: Rise of the Lycans"
begins, fang and fur are sent
hurtling on a collision course
that seemingly has to end
with heads rolling and blood
spurting in seven different
directions.
It's important to note here
that Lycan" is essentially
"werewolf," and the two
terms will be used inter
changeably in this review.
The tale - the third in the
"Underworld" series - is a
prequel to the first two mov
ies, and the plot is pretty
straightforward:
Vampire
lord Viktor (Bill N ighy) usu
ally kills anybody who is
born Lycan, but makes a spe
cial exception in the case of
Lucian (Michael Sheen), the
first Lycan born with human
characteristics.
Viktor takes care of the
young freak, and in return
Lucian decides to start an af
fair with Viktor's daughter,
Sonja (Rhona Mitra). Things
get hot and heavy, but Viktor
doesn't immediately find out
about this infidelity. During
a raid, however, Lucian goes
full wolf to save Sonja's life.
This causes Viktor to feel be
trayed by his surrogate son,
and he chains Lucian up in a
dungeon with the rest of the
Lycan prisoners.
Anything more would be
a spoiler, but rest assured,

"Bottle Shock" (Rated PG-13,
drama)
Docudrama about the California
wine-making industry.
*Alan Rickman
*Bill Pullman
0&

NKK&NORAH'S

"Nick and Norah's Infinite
Playlist" (Rated PG-13, comedy,
romance)
Nick, of the high school band
"The Jerk Offs," meets high school
senior Norah at a party and they
fall in love during one adventurous
evening.
*Michael Cera
*Kat Dennings

Bill N ighy and Rhona Mitra star in Scr een Gems' action thriller "Underworld: Rise of the Lycans." (Lakeshore Entertainment/MCT)

the remainder of the movie's
plot is easy to guess. Former
stuntman Danny McBride
is responsible for the script,
and as a result the writing is
designed to get the viewer
quickly from one cool-look
ing scene to the next.
The dialogue feels written
for the stage and relies heav
ily on overacted one-liners.
This style allows Bill Nighy's
Viktor to steal the show. His

Visit theinkweiioniine.com on
2b. 2 fo r a preview o f sp oken
worTarfftt Rafael Casal.

Weekly Recipe

performance is not "great" in
the traditional sense, and he
certainly won't win any Gold
en Globes, but the character
of Viktor may be the most in
tense character in the history
of cinema. He looks ridicu
lous, especially his powderblue contact lenses and out
right silly costume, and every
line is delivered in a deathmetal growl (or roar) that is
either moronic or brilliant.

By Yvette Wheeler
Arts & Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com .
Prep time: 7-10 mins
Cook time: 40 mfns

Ingredients
1/2 cup long-grain
white rice
1 small zucchini, sliced
1 small squash, sliced

Salt, pepper
1 broccoli stalk, chopped

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Start by mixing the ginger powder with water until the ginger is
dissolved. Then pour the ginger-water over the chicken in a shallow casserole dish.
2. Cook the chicken in the oven for 20-25 minutes, or until it is light brown.
3. While the chicken is cooking, start the rice according to the package instructions.
4 Cover the zucchini, squash and broccoli in a separate steamer and cook them lightly.
5 Once the chicken is done, lay it on the plate and mix the steamed vegetables into the rice.
Enjoy while hot.
L.
Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre

Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside
Terrence McNally and David Yazbek's
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62
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65
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February 19-22 & 26-28, 2009 at 7:30p.m*
Jenkins Hall Theater

*(3 p.m. only February 22)

Advance tickets available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays, or by phone 344.2801
Online at: www.finearts.armstrong.edu/tickets.html
General Admission: $15; discounts available
Audience discretion is advised

tmno Atlantic State University's Student Government Association
Funded by Armsi: y
Gpnnect
mecfja sponsor for the Masquers
Connect Savannah is u

*

Zacku iMiri
nttteaparrio

are:

"Zack and Miri Make a Porno"
Rated R, comedy)
Best friends Zack and Mjp decide
to solve their financial problems by
making an adult film together, but
oon find they have feelings for each
ither.
*Seth Rogen
^Elizabeth Banks

Crossword

57
60
61
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Next we ek's m ovie re view w ill
be
"He's Just Not That Into You."

For more upcoming DVDs, visit us
online at theinkwellonline.com.

47
49
51
55
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"The Secret Life of Bees" (Rated
PG-13, adventure, drama)
Set in South Carolina ip 1964, a
14-year-old girl escapes with her
caregiver to a South Carolina town
that contains a family secret.
*Queen Latifah
*Sophie Okonedo

Directed By: Patrick Tatopoulos
Starring: Michael Sheen, Bill
Nighy, Rhona Mitra
Rated: R for bloody violence
and some sexuality.

A&E Writers
For more information or to
apply please contact
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

15

Procedure
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2 stars (out of 5)

Wanted:

Check n ext issue for a p review of
the Savannah Book Festival.

Ginger Chicken with Vegetable Rice
One boneless, skinless
raw chicken breast
4-5 tablespoons ginger
powder

"Underworld: Rise of the
Lycans" certainly lets it all
hang out, and the cast and
crew deserve some credit for
that. It's not a boring movie
by any means, with overthe-top action being comple
mented by over-the-top act
ing and over-the-top visuals
that are, in all honesty, pretty
fun to watch. For most peo
ple, though, it won't be worth
seeing more than once.

69
70
71

ACROSS
Hazy pollution
Hearth residue
Hair colorist
Punishment .
stick
'Arrowsmith's
first wife
Part to play
Large inland sea
God of Islam
Citrus hybrid
Tear up
Dunfermline
dagger
Swirled
Too much to pay
Uncivilized
Woven fabrics
Candle part
Butter portion
Descent
Whitney of
Wallach
Kipling hero
Letters for pipes
Indeed
Nov. honorees
Performance
grants org.
Lucy's husband
Old anesthetic
Hopefuls
Corporal
Klinger's quest
Reality rerun?
Sisters
Vegetable
sphere
News article
French river
Abrupt pull
Clio or Erato
Solitary one
Single
occurrence
Makes a lap
Casts off
Exploited

DOWN
1 Sacred beetle
2 Yacht basin
. 3 Equal to
4 Become a jelly
5 "Catch-22" star
6 Lunar prefix
7 In hiding
8 Hurler's stat
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9 Sub-Saharan
region
10 Toiled hard
11 Baseball's Berra
12 Cosmo rival
13 Actress Beryl
21 Kiss loudly
23 Morning
moisture
25 Slugger's stat
26 Quickly, please!
29 Kitchen items
30 Bunion's
location
31 Relaxing resort
34 At-home fast
food
36 Arden of "Our
Miss'Brooks"
37 Rent out
39 Main course
41 Daughter of Ops
44 Bun seeds
46 Stupid
48 New World
monkey
50 RPM word
52 Decanted

29
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13

35
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59
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53 From that
location
54 Provided capital
for
56 Picks out
57 Switches to low
beams

1
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1
d
V
hi

a
V
y
V
9
S

58 Sewing
case
59 Clown around
64 Expression of
wonderment
65 *
Are My
Sunshine"
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Join The Club and Receive Rewards

Affordable Health and
Disability Insurance
For Family, Faculty and Students
Design a plan that meets your needs
Call for a rate check up!

Charles Tyrter 912 659 4137

Business Manager
The Inkwell

Hair Studio
/)PPZ£WT£~£PUm£~ COHHUMCffl

SSecfofc TROCcO.

.aquage

CM.

Hours of Operation:
Tuesday- Thursday ~10Am to 8Pm
Friday - 10Am to 6Pm
Saturday - 10Am to 5Pm

Ve Accept:

charles_tyner@yahoo.com

cm/

Receive reward points for every
dollar you spend on service and
retail. Lifetime membership of $15,
double points on day of enrollment.

Ni0X1N

1040 King George Blvd
Suite 50
Savannah, Ga 31419

Mastercard - Tiia - Discover

Phone: 912-920-2550
Web: www.newattitudeshairstudio.com

for

COLLEGE NIGHT

Interested in accounting or business
management as a career? Would you
like real-world experience before grad
uation? The Inkwell is looking for an
organized, responsible student with
a strong accounting background and
excellent communication skills. E-mail
chief.inkwell@gmail.com for more in
formation or pick up an application in
front of room 202 in Memorial College
Center. Submission deadline is Friday,
Feb. 13 at 5 p.m.

For Students, Faculty, and Staff

Every Tuesday 5P1H-8PM
Oglethorpe Mall Food Court
Buy an entrde, get an entrie FREE!
Entrees include Chick-fM® Chicken Sandwich, 8 N uggets, and 3 Strips
awl Qtal-WI-*

AtjjegerawaJi

It

Classifieds

The Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society

mi«HMTrainin9's
1 BbAlvl tough...
I N

^ w ncpmadrMfcntrti •TCP*

T R A I N I N G

But chemo's a whole lot tougher.
Train to run or walk a full or half mara
thon or complete a triathlon. Help find a
cure for blood cancers while accomplish
ing your goals! Teams forming NOW!

For Rent
Female wanted to share 4-bedroom house on Southside - $450/mo Utilities Free - Room, private bath, wireless internet, cable,
unlimited long distance. We are a couple of retired international
teachers. We speak Russian, French, Arabic and some Spanish and
Portuguese. Call Amina or Les at 925-4393 (home) or 604-1769 (cell).

www.teamintraining.org/ga
912-898-0663

Saving lives, one mile at a time.
13051 Abercorn Street
912.925.5398
Windsor Forest Area

FREE 1/2 HOUR POOL WITH LUNCH PU RCHASE
FROM OPEN-3 PM

7 DAYS A W EEK

Wed &Thurs $5 pitcher & $5/hour pool table

Application Deadline: Friday, February 6,2009 at 5:00p.m.
Student Activities Office MCC 201
For more information please visit the Student Government website at www.sga.armstrong.edu
or email sga@armstrong.edu.

Wi-Fi access

